
Drive fresh: 
The final in our four-part series on safer winter driving

People often think that driver fatigue means falling asleep  
at the wheel. But fatigue isn’t just about nodding off. Fatigue 
is tiredness, weariness, jetlag or exhaustion brought about 
by inadequate sleep over a period of time. Fatigue slows 
your reflexes and affects your ability to concentrate and 
make good decisions – and this increases your chances of 
having a crash. 

Fatigue crashes are usually severe, resulting in serious injury 
or death. They tend to be high speed impacts because a 
driver who has fallen asleep can’t brake or swerve to prevent 
the crash.

Here are the NZTA’s top tips for preventing 
driver fatigue.
Before you go:

•  The most important thing is to get enough sleep – ideally 
7-8 hours the night before you travel. Driving with less 
than 6 hours of sleep triples your risk of a crash.

•	 	Plan your trip. Schedule in regular breaks every two 
hours, and allow for extra time in case you are delayed.

•	 Make sure you’re not affected by alcohol or drugs.

•	  Know before you go. Get the latest road condition 
information on www.onthemove.govt.nz,  
www.nzta.govt.nz/traffic, by calling 0800 4 HIGHWAYS 
(0800 44 44 49) or listening to your local radio station. 
You can also follow NZTA on Twitter (@NZTAWgtn).

On the road:

•	 	If	you	can,	share the drive with a friend or family member. 
Switch drivers every few hours so that you both drive fresh.

•	 	Watch out for early fatigue warning signs such as yawning, 
frequent	blinking	and	drowsiness.	If	you	are	feeling	tired	
pull over and take a 20-minute “power nap”. You’ll be much 
more alert.

•	 	Coffee,	fresh	air	or	music	are	only	short-term	ways	to	
combat fatigue. Stopping and getting a good night’s sleep 
is the only cure.

•	  Too tired to continue? Never try to “push through”. Find 
somewhere to stop overnight and get a good night’s sleep.

Driver fatigue killed 32 people in 2011. Another 141 people 
suffered serious injuries because of fatigue crashes. Don’t 
become another statistic. Drive fresh.

Winter road safety competition – visit  
www.nzta.govt.nz/winter-driving-competiton/ to answer 
this week’s question and be in to win one of four $500 fuel 
vouchers. 

This week’s question: What are some early warning signs of 
driver fatigue?

For more information on driver fatigue, or to download our 
Safer Winter Driving brochure, please visit www.nzta.govt.nz 
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Driving in winter brings plenty of challenges. Bad weather, slippery roads, sunstrike, fewer 
hours of daylight – these are tough enough to handle on their own. Add in driver fatigue and 
things can get really dangerous.


